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Abstract

We propose a cognitive-dissonance model of norm compliance to identify

conditions for strategic information acquisition. The model distinguishes

between: (i) objective norm compliers, for whom the right action is a func-

tion of the state of the world; (ii) subjective norm compliers, for whom it is

a function of their belief. The former seek as much information as possible;

the latter acquire only information that lowers, in expected terms, normative

demands. The source of ‘moral wiggle room’ is not belief manipulation, but

the coarseness of normative prescriptions. In a novel experimental setup,

we find evidence for such strategic information uptake.
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Consider a company owner who has to decide on the size of a voluntary perfor-

mance bonus for a leaving employee. Suppose employer and employee agree on the

social norm that applies to this decision: ‘if an employee performed well, he ought
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to be rewarded appropriately’. However, even though this norm may be univer-

sally endorsed and the employer willing to comply, a conflict-free bonus setting is

not guaranteed. Social norms generally leave a fairly large room for interpretation

(Hechter and Opp, 2001), and the employer and employee will typically disagree

in predictable ways about the employee’s performance and what size of bonus is

‘appropriate’. In their discussion, they might evoke arguments of fairness that

favor their own narrow self-interest, and appeal to relevant facts in a selective,

self-serving manner (Messick and Sentis, 1979; Babcock et al., 1995). This shows

that the notion of fairness can be distorted and perceived through self-interested

eyes. In this paper we demonstrate that self-serving biases can have an even

stronger effect: they create incentives to strategically seek and avoid information

in normative choice situations.

The example suggests that self-serving biases in norm compliance are based on

different mechanisms: they can make use of uncertainty about either the behavioral

rule to be applied (‘what exactly am I supposed to do?’) or about the state we

are in (‘what exactly is the case?’). We call the former normative uncertainty

and the latter factual uncertainty. Konow (2000) develops a model of self-serving

biases due to the former and experimentally tests for these biases by studying the

strategic manipulation of beliefs about the applicable norm. Related experiments

are conducted by Bicchieri and Chavez (2013), Bicchieri and Mercier (2013), and

Rodriguez-Lara and Moreno-Garrido (2012).

Dana, Weber and Kuang (2007, henceforth DWK) find evidence for the rel-

evance of factual uncertainty, demonstrating that uncertainty over the negative

externalities of one’s behavior can open ‘moral wiggle room’ (see also Krupka and

Weber, 2013; Grossman, 2010; Van der Weele, 2012; Conrads and Irlenbusch, 2013;

Larson and Capra, 2009; Matthey and Regner, 2011). More specifically, they show

that uncertainty over the receiver’s payoff considerably increases ‘selfish’ choices.

Strikingly, the uncertainty can be resolved virtually costlessly, but most dictators

with selfish behavior decide to remain ignorant, suggesting that these dictators

‘have an illusory preference for fairness’ and ‘dislike appearing unfair’ (DWK, p.

67). DWK’s results, in line with considerable evidence on the context-specificity

of giving-behavior (see Bardsley, 2007)1, have important ramifications, both for

1Most notably, Cherry et al. (2002) find dictator-giving to all but vanish when wealth is earned
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the widespread use of dictator-game giving as a measure of ‘pro-social preferences’

(advocated, for instance, in Camerer and Fehr, 2004, with a notable critique by

Levitt and List, 2007) and, more fundamentally, for explaining ‘pro-social’ behav-

ior by directly incorporating preferences over final allocation of wealth into the

utility function (e.g., Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000; Fehr and Schmidt, 1999).

Largely missing from this debate, however, is a parsimonious theory to explain

how precisely the ‘moral wiggle room’ opens. DWK’s interpretation is that uncer-

tainty about the consequences of one’s action is a ‘veil’ that allows people to make

selfish choices while maintaining the illusion that one is a non-selfish type. For this

‘self-deception’ (Benabou and Tirole, 2011, p. 824) to work, the signal of a selfish

choice must be processed in different ways under transparent and intransparent

conditions. With lack of transparency, beliefs about one’s moral convictions, iden-

tity or self-image must be updated in a skewed, i.e., strategically non-Bayesian

way, while transparent conditions mitigate such biases. For this theory to account

for DWK’s data, it also has to explain why the majority of DWK’s dictators do

in fact not ‘wiggle’ and instead behave consistently with the assumption of ‘pro-

social’ preferences by revealing the game’s payoff-structure and choosing the ‘fair’

option. Either the ‘fair informed’ dictators are genuine non-selfish types or they

are less receptive to using the lack of transparency as a ‘veil’.

We propose a different approach: we locate the source of ‘moral wiggle room’

not in belief manipulation, but in the way normative prescriptions respond to

signals about the state of the world. Furthermore, our model does not rely on

heterogeneity in ‘pro-social’ preferences to account for the co-presence of ‘strate-

gic ignorance’ and full information acquisition in normative choice situations. We

show that dictators, holding Bayesian beliefs about the state of the world, can use

factual uncertainty in a self-serving manner if individuals interpret the demands

of a norm in a way that opens the door to strategic behavior: they are ‘subjec-

tive norm compliers’; that is, they take normative demands as a function of their

beliefs. Subjective norm compliers will strategically avoid as well as seek informa-

tion if the mapping from beliefs to prescriptions is ‘coarse’. This means that the

normative obligations sometimes stay put despite an update of beliefs that makes

the normatively more demanding state more probable. By contrast, agents will

and anonymity guaranteed.
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acquire full information if they are ‘objective norm compliers’, who derive their

normative demands from what is factually the case.

Our model of norm compliance under uncertainty offers a novel take on DWK’s

results and provides the first attempt to explain both strategic ignorance and

full-information acquisition within one parsimonious framework. It also implies

new testable predictions. In particular, our model suggests that ignorance itself

is not a desirable state (as assumed by DWK, Bicchieri, 2006, 128–9, and others).

Rather, individuals will only stay ignorant if resolving uncertainty will, in expected

terms, increase normative obligations. By contrast, individuals will actively seek

information if, in expected terms, normative obligations will decrease. Therefore,

our framework goes beyond the notion of ‘strategic ignorance’ with its exclusive

emphasis on information avoidance.

To fully develop the implications of objective and subjective compliance for the

incentives to resolve or maintain factual uncertainty, we introduce a new setup

that departs from DWK’s experimental paradigm. In section I, we motivate the

different notions of norm compliance and the formal model that follows in section

II. In section III, we present applications and relate the model to the existing

literature on strategic ignorance. We then test the model’s core predictions with

a laboratory experiment in section IV. In the final section, we summarize this

paper’s theoretical and empirical contributions and put them into perspective.

I. Objective and subjective norm compliance

A social norm tells us what we ought to do if we find ourselves in a certain situation;

more technically, a social norm provides a mapping from a state to a behavioral

rule, i.e., a prescribed or proscribed act (see Bicchieri, 2006, ch. 1). In short,

social norms take the form: ‘if X obtains, I ought to do φ’. The condition ‘if X

obtains’ for which the norm prescribes a certain behavior (‘I ought to do φ’) can

be interpreted in different ways. On the one hand, the clause can be substituted

by ‘if X is the case’. This objective interpretation leads to prescriptions that are

conditional only on the state of the world and are thus entirely independent from

the agent’s beliefs. With this formulation, the norm prescribes actions no matter

what the agent believes about the situation. Consequently, an objective norm
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complier strives to perform the action the state of the world demands. On the

other hand, the clause can be substituted by ‘if I believe that X’. This subjective

interpretation leads to prescriptions that are entirely contingent on the beliefs of

the agent. If the norm is understood in the subjective sense, it is only prescriptive

if the agent has the specified belief. Thus, a subjective norm-complier strives to

perform the action his beliefs demand.

This distinction is echoed in ethical theory and epistemology.2 For example,

Zimmerman (2008) distinguishes between the objective and subjective view of

moral obligations. According to the objective view, one’s moral obligations are de-

termined only by the relevant facts, not by what one knows about these facts. The

objective view therefore entails that ignorance or incomplete information does not

change one’s moral obligations at all (though most proponents of this view would

say that wrongdoing due to exculpatory ignorance may be blameless). Accord-

ing to the subjective view, by contrast, moral obligations are a function of one’s

knowledge. This entails that incomplete or false knowledge of the facts changes

one’s moral obligations.3

Depending on one’s subjective or objective understanding of norms, one can be

subject to different forms of psychological costs when violating a norm. Following

Festinger (1957), and, more recently, Konow (2000), these psychological costs from

non-compliance can be called cognitive dissonance. The dissonance arises because

the agent experiences an unpleasant tension between what she ought to do, and

what she actually does. In Konow’s model, the experienced dissonance is traded

off against utility from violating the norm, leading to more selfish behavior than

prescribed by the norm. The agents perform norm transgressions as long as they

result in more payoff utility than the disutility caused by these transgressions.

Following the objective norm-compliance interpretation, agents experience cog-

nitive dissonance if the conjunction of the state of the world and the norm implies

2In this context, the core question in ethical theory is whether moral obligations (or moral
blame) do depend on knowledge. In epistemology (or, more precisely, in the ethics of belief),
the question is which obligations we have to gather evidence. See Ross (1939, ch. VII), and
more recently Jackson (1991) for foundational debates in the former, and Kornblith (1983),
Feldman (2000), and Chignell (2013) for the latter.

3Zimmerman finds neither view convincing and instead defends the prospective view, which
(very roughly) expresses moral obligations as determined by expected values, given one’s
available evidence.
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(or might imply) prescriptions they (possibly) violate. Following the subjective

norm compliance interpretation, individuals experience cognitive dissonance if the

conjunction of their beliefs and the norm implies prescriptions they don’t comply

with.

Returning to our example of the end-of-contract bonus, suppose the employer

does not know how well the employee actually performed. Let’s assume that the

employee either did perform well and deserves a bonus payment B > 0 (according

to the social norm shared by the employer), or did not perform well and does not

deserve any bonus. If the employer is an objective norm complier, she will suffer

from dissonance, arising from the possibility of violating a norm. This is because

under uncertainty about the performance of the employee, an objective norm com-

plier faces a dilemma: any amount of bonus payment causes cognitive dissonance

because it is possible that the bonus does not match what is fair in the actual

(but unknown) state. For example, giving a ‘compromise’ bonus of B/2 leads to

dissonance in expected terms: the bonus is either too high in case the employee

performed poorly, or too low in case the employee performed well. By contrast,

if the employer is a subjective norm complier, she experiences dissonance caused

by the difference between her belief-based prescription and her selfish actions. For

instance, she might think that B/2 is the fair amount to give in case her epistemic

state (her belief about the state of the world) is one of uncertainty, and therefore

does not suffer dissonance when giving B/2, in stark contrast to the objective norm

complier.

Under certainty, objective and subjective compliance are behaviorally equivalent

because the epistemic state matches the state of the world. However, the two

types of compliance come apart under uncertainty. For a subjective norm complier,

uncertainty is just another possible epistemic state to which a norm applies. Doing

what the epistemic state requires suffices to meet one’s obligations. By contrast,

an objective norm complier will suffer from dissonance under uncertainty because

she cannot (at the same time) comply with what the norm prescribes for two

different states. In other words: an objective norm complier wants to ‘get it

right’ and suffers dissonance because she (potentially) fails to do so. Given this

difference, objective and subjective compliers have different incentives to resolve

uncertainty. If our employer is an objective norm complier, she is better off with
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more information because this increases her chance to match her action (giving

a bonus) to the state (employee’s performance). If the employer is a subjective

norm-complier, by contrast, she does not have any general incentive to gather

more information; instead, she will strategically choose the type of information

that leads, in expected terms, to less demanding prescriptions.

Lowering the normative demand by strategic information choice is possible if

the relevant norm is ‘coarse’, in the sense that it does not always respond to

changes in degrees of belief. To illustrate one simple case, let the norm only

distinguish between three types of beliefs (which we call epistemic states) with

the corresponding decreasing levels of normative demand: H (employee performed

well; high demand), U (uncertainty over the employee’s performance; medium

demand) and L (employee performed poorly; low demand). A subjective norm

complier will prefer to be in state L and try to avoid being in state H. In a state

of uncertainty, a subjective norm complier will actively seek signals on which he

has a prior belief that they offer reaching state L without risking attaining state

H. He will avoid signals that he believes may lead to state H without offering the

opportunity to reach state L.

Before formalizing this choice of signals, an illustration can elucidate which sort

of information the two types of agents would gather in different ways. Suppose the

employee (from our earlier example) has worked in a customer service function,

and the employer, unable to observe the employee’s performance directly, has to

ask clients to learn whether the employee performed well or poorly. To find out,

she can contact two different, honest clients for references: one known to be a

friend and one known to be a foe of the employee. The friend likes the employee,

but tends to have a poor response rate to such reference requests. If the employer

asks him and the employee’s performance was good, the friend sometimes replies

with a positive report and sometimes fails to respond. If there is nothing positive

to report, the friend will never respond. The foe does not like the employee and

has an equally low response rate. If the employer asks him and the employee’s

performance was poor, he sometimes replies with a negative report and sometimes

fails to respond. The foe never responds if the employee performance was positive.

In other words, the employer has the option to choose one or two types of

probabilistic signals about the employee’s performance. Each signal can only lead
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to certainty for one of the two possible states of the world, as displayed in Table

1.

employee’s performance
high low

reference from
friend

‘high’ or no
response

no response

foe no response
‘low’ or no
response

Table 1: Friend and foe reports on employee’s performance.

An objective norm complier, who wants to get it right, will choose both types of

signals because this increases her chance to pay out the correct bonus. By contrast,

a subjective norm complier might follow a norm that prescribes the same behavior

for any outcome in which the employer remains uncertain about the performance.

Under the assumption of such a coarse-grained norm, a subjective complier will

only ask the foe, as it offers a risk-free prospect to lower the normative demands

on him: He will either learn of the employee’s low performance and give no bonus

or he will remain uncertain with unchanged normative demands.

Similar strategic incentives to strategically acquire information can also apply in

many other settings. Many people endorse norms prohibiting animal cruelty; but

they then buy cheap dairy products, ignoring information about cruel production

methods, while lapping up news about the failures of organic farming, thereby

seeking justification for the consumption of the cheapest products. In the same

vein, people may endorse a norm against harming others. At the same time, they

cause excessive greenhouse gas emissions, ignoring information about the adverse

impacts of climate change, while seeking out reports that emphasize the uncer-

tainties in climate research, thereby promoting their belief that greenhouse gas

emissions are not harmful. This behavior can be rationalized within our model by

assuming coarseness in the mapping from beliefs to prescriptions and the avail-

ability of signals on which a subjective norm complier has prior beliefs on whether

he may attain an attractive or an unattractive epistemic state after acquiring the

signals.
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II. Formal model

In order to introduce a formal distinction between objective and subjective compli-

ance, we model a dictator game, enriched by social norms of equity, such that the

receivers are more or less deserving. The dictator is initially uncertain about the

deservingness of the receiver, but can acquire signals to eliminate this uncertainty.

We will embed this setting into a simplified version of Konow’s (2000) model, and

then extend this baseline model to fit it to our setup.

The dictator has the amount y to distribute, such that he gives y to himself

and x = ȳ − y to the receiver (0 ≤ y ≤ ȳ). The payoff utility derived from this

decision is v(y), with the usual assumption of positive, but decreasing marginal

utility of money, such that v′(y) > 0 and v′′(y) < 0. If dictators were maximizing

utility from monetary payoff only, their obvious choice would be to set y = ȳ. But

besides monetary payoff, dictators also care about limiting the difference between

what they think is normatively required and what they actually give. The greater

the difference, the higher are the non-compliance costs. Konow thinks about these

costs in terms of cognitive dissonance, but it is equally plausible to think about

image concerns or about norm violation costs more generally.

For simplicity, we assume a dichotomous state space Ω = {L,H}, where L and

H can conveniently be interpreted as ‘low’ and ‘high’, indicating the deservingness

of the receiver.4 We call the actual state ω. For an objective norm complier, the

amount one is normatively permitted to keep (the ‘fair point’) is a function of

the actual state ω; this action is characterized by keeping φω. For a subjective

norm complier, by contrast, the normatively required action is a function of an

epistemic state, characterized by the (Bayesian) probability p that state L obtains

(and 1−p that state H obtains). This distinction between objective and subjective

definitions of what is normatively required, expressed by φω and φp respectively,

is the crucial extension of Konow’s model. To simplify the model, we assume,

in contrast to Konow, that the φs for all (epistemic or factual) states are fixed

exogenous variables for the dictator.5 In the setting we consider, we assume the

4A generalization to other state space partitions should be straightforward.
5Konow (2000) also considers self-serving biases in the belief formation about what is fair.

As our research question focuses on strategic acquisition of information on the receiver’s
entitlement once the dictator has formed his belief on what he ought to do under certainty,
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φs to be determined by shared empirical and normative expectations of a relevant

reference group.6

The dissonance cost experienced by the dictator is a function of the difference

∆ = |y − φ| between the normatively required amount to keep and what she

actually keeps, and the dissonance cost function f(y, φ) = f(∆) determines the

experienced disutility. As in Konow (2000), f is a twice differentiable, strictly

convex function, such that f(0) = 0 (that is, if y = φ), f ′(∆) > 0 for ∆ 6= 0, and

f ′′(∆) > 0.

The dictator’s decision problem is to trade off the utility from keeping more

money against the disutility from cognitive dissonance created by deviating from

the perceived fair distribution:

max
y

E [u(y, φ)] ≡ E[v(y)− f(y, φ)] subject to 0 ≤ y ≤ y, 0 ≤ φ ≤ y.

The behavior of a dictator is therefore determined by fair point φ and by the

relative value of money and cognitive-dissonance avoidance.

We first model maximization under certainty, in which factual and epistemic

states match. Let φL and φH denote the fair points given the respective state,

assuming that ȳ > φL > φH > 0 (that is, it is fair to keep more in state L than in

state H, but it is never fair to keep everything). Let û(φ) = maxy(v(y)− f(y, φ))

be the maximum utility achievable as a function of φ. This function is increasing

and concave in φ (the proof is provided in the appendix). Since we have assumed

that φL > φH , it follows that û(φL) > û(φH).

When deciding on an allocation in state H, the dictator reaches the maximum

utility û(φH), with y∗H = argmax
yH

(u(yH , φH)). Similarly, when deciding on an

allocation in state L, the maximum utility is û(φL), with y∗L = argmax
yL

(u(yL, φL)).

To ensure an interior solution, we assume that v′(ȳ) < ∂f(ȳ,φL)
∂y

, which implies that

we do not model how individuals reach their normative beliefs. We therefore take them
as given, even though we concur that this is another important form of self-serving bias.
For simplicity, we assume that both types of players have the same normative beliefs (e.g.
because of the salience of applicable norms so that the cost of manipulating normative beliefs
are prohibitive). However, our model could readily be extended to account for differences in
normative beliefs between types by introducing a belief-manipulation process as in Konow
(2000).

6For details see Bicchieri (2006, ch. 1).
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y∗L < ȳ and y∗L > y∗H .

The novel aspect of our model is the treatment of uncertainty. For an objective

norm complier, cognitive dissonance depends on the state and can only be f(y, φH)

or f(y, φL). Thus, under uncertainty, an objective complier cannot make sure to

choose the morally appropriate action that the (unknown) state requires. There-

fore, the maximum expected utility under uncertainty is achieved when keeping the

amount y∗U = argmax
yU

(v(yU)− (1− p)f(yU , φH)− pf(yU , φL)).

For a subjective norm complier, the normatively required action is a function

of his epistemic state. A norm implies a function that maps a state onto a re-

quired action, in our case the amount one is permitted to keep. For the subjective

norm complier, this function can take different forms. One simple form only dis-

tinguishes between three epistemic states: knowing that the receiver is deserving,

knowing that the receiver is undeserving, or being uncertain about the receiver’s

deservingness. In such a case, the fair amount φ is determined by a step function:

φp =


φL if p ≥ 1− ε

φU if ε < p < 1− ε

φH if p ≤ ε.

(COARSE)

We assume that φL > φU > φH . The parameter ε (1
2
> ε ≥ 0) represents the

margin of tolerance for ‘near certainty’.

We believe that social norms typically only provide such a coarse-grained map-

ping from states to prescriptions. For a social norm to exist, individuals must be

able to reliably distinguish between compliant and non-compliant agents in order to

form behavioral expectations and sanction transgressions. Since degrees of beliefs

are not observable in detail, it is unlikely that social norms take them as argument

with any great precision. This is mirrored in our everyday language regarding nor-

mative choices, in which we rarely refer to degrees of beliefs (let alone a Bayesian

updating of normative prescriptions). The maximum utility under uncertainty is

û(φp), with y∗p = argmax
y

(u(y, φp)).

Before making their allocation decision, dictators can optionally acquire costless

signals to learn about the state of the world. There are two different signals
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available, represented by random variables SL and SH , and for each the dictator

can choose whether she wants to receive them. When obtaining signal SL, the

dictator has a chance to learn that the state is L. More precisely, the conditional

probability s ∈ (0, 1) of learning that the state is L, given that the state is indeed

L, is s = Pr(SL = L|ω = L). Similarly, when obtaining signal SH , we assume

the same value s for the conditional probability of learning that the state is H,

given that the state is indeed H: s = Pr(SH = H|ω = H). In all other cases

the dictator receives a ‘null’ signal, which means the dictator remains uncertain

about the state. After a null signal, dictators perform a Bayesian update on the

probability p that state L obtains. If the dictator receives only signal SL = 0,

then she updates such that p′ = (1 − s)p/ ((1− s)p+ (1− p)). Similarly, if the

dictator receives SH = 0, then she updates such that p′ = p/(p + (1 − s)(1 − p)).
We assume throughout that receiving a null signal never removes uncertainty, such

that ε < p′ < 1 − ε. Finally, if a dictator acquires both signals, but both are null

signals, no update is necessary, as the two signals cancel each other out.

We can now state how objective and subjective norm compliers will acquire the

signals on offer.

Proposition 1. Under uncertainty, objective compliers will acquire both signal SL

and signal SH .

Both types of signals increase the dictator’s chance to reach his utility maxima

given the respective states. The dictator has an expected utility gain of sp(û(φL)−
u(y∗U , φL)) by acquiring SL and of s(1 − p)(û(φH) − u(y∗U , φH)) by acquiring SH .

Intuitively, by acquiring SL (SH) he gains the additional utility from keeping y∗L
(y∗H) instead of keeping y∗U provided that the state is indeed L (H) weighted with

the probability that the signal is L (H). The proof is provided in the appendix.

Proposition 2. Under uncertainty, subjective compliers who follow a coarse-

grained norm (COARSE) will acquire signal SL, but not signal SH .

For a sketch proof, recall that the maximum utility is increasing in the fair

amount to keep: û(φL) > û(φU) > û(φH). COARSE, together with the assumption

that a null signal never removes uncertainty, ensures that any update from p to

p′ after receiving a null signal does not change φp. It is immediately obvious that
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obtaining signal SL is beneficial because there is no down-side risk, but a potential

gain: it only increases the probability of receiving the highest utility û(φL). And

it is equally obvious that obtaining signal SH is never beneficial because there is a

down-side risk, but no potential gain: it only increases the probability of receiving

the lowest utility û(φH). A formal proof is provided in the appendix.7

In our model all dictators hold unbiased (Bayesian) beliefs and all types of dic-

tators would prefer to be in a world in which they are paired with a low performer

and would use this fact to give little. However, an objective norm complier, who

only cares about the state of the world, cannot change the state and is therefore

always better off with more information. A subjective norm complier with coarse-

grained norms, by contrast, who takes prescriptions as a function of his beliefs,

has ‘moral wiggle room’ (DWK).

III. Model Applications and Extensions

A. Climate Change

The model is flexible in its application to different situations of subjective norm

compliance. In order to do so, think of the fairness points φH , φL, and φU as

posing a high demand (a costly action), a low demand (an inexpensive action)

and a moderate demand (a mildly costly action), respectively. One example is

a social norm saying that the amount of greenhouse-gas emissions an individual

is allowed to emit is linked to the belief about whether greenhouse-gas emissions

cause severe externalities on future generations. For simplicity, assume there are

just two possible states of nature with respect to global warming: state H, in which

climate change is anthropogenic with severe consequences for future generations,

and state L, in which the change in global temperature is either outside human

control or will be easily dealt with in the future. Many people endorse a social

norm that requires to choose a lifestyle according to the belief about the state,

7All that is really necessary to allow for selective information acquisition is some element of
coarseness in the norm’s response to new evidence, i.e., a range of probabilities from which
the same prescriptions follows. In this case, modified signals S

′

L and S
′

H exist such that a

subjective complier will acquire S
′

L but reject S
′

H when being offered both.
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which may have the step-wise form from above:

φp =


φL if p ≥ 1− ε

φU if ε < p < 1− ε

φH if p ≤ ε.

As before, p is the belief that L is the case. With p ≥ 1−ε, agents are reasonably

certain to be in state L (such that φL applies) and with p ≤ ε to be in state H (such

that φH applies). For degrees of beliefs between the two threshold levels, the agent

is uncertain about the state such that action φU (a moderately carbon-conscious

lifestyle) is prescribed.

If an agent’s prior belief is between the two threshold levels ε < p < 1 − ε and

there is a signal on offer that will either change the belief to p ≥ 1− ε or leave it

in the boundaries of uncertainty ε < p < 1 − ε, then the agent has an incentive

to acquire this signal (and avoid other signals that might bring about p ≤ ε).

As the ‘green lifestyle’ (φH) requires drastic changes in consumption patterns,

agents would rather be in state L, in which driving gas-guzzling cars and flying

long distances are permitted. Such subjective compliers will not read articles in

a Greenpeace magazine (or the IPCC reports for that matter), but may well pay

active attention to ‘climate change deniers’. By consuming information from the

latter, the agents expect to either find convincing evidence that there is not much

to worry about one’s personal lifestyle (SL = L) or to learn nothing substantially

new at all (SL = 0). The ‘moral wiggle room’ of proposition 2 opens because the

social norm is coarse-grained such that receiving a null-signal does not cause a

change in what is normatively required.8

B. Binary fairness points: an alternative explanation of

strategic ignorance

DWK (2007) provide experimental evidence that agents often prefer to remain

ignorant about the negative consequences of their selfish acts. We will show that

our model offers a parsimonious explanation of their results.

8Formally, that is the case if ε < p′ = (1− s)p/((1− s)p+ (1− p)).
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The DWK subjects play a binary version of the dictator game. Dictators can

choose between actions A and B to determine the payoffs for them and their

receiver. In the baseline treatment, A results in distribution (6,1), B in (5,5).

Here, 74% of dictators choose the fair and efficient option B. By contrast, in the

hidden information treatment, the outcomes are assigned in two different ways with

equal probability: either A causes (6,1) and B (5,5), or A causes (6,5) and B (5,1).

By default, it is unclear whether A or B hurts the receiver, but, importantly, the

dictator can optionally resolve this uncertainty costlessly by clicking on a button.

Almost half of the dictators, however, deliberately remain ignorant and 86% of

those choose the payoff-dominant action A, even though there is a chance of 1
2

to

impose a severe negative externality on the receiver.

We call the state in which A causes a negative externality H, and the state in

which it does not L, with p as the Bayesian belief that L is the case. DWK’s setup

can be modeled with a social norm that has only two fairness points:

prescription =

do B if p < µ

do A if p ≥ µ
(BINARY)

Such a social norm allows to choose the payoff-dominant action as long as the

probability that L being the case is at least µ. Because the states are known to

be equiprobable, p is 1
2

under uncertainty. If the threshold level µ (1 ≥ µ ≥ 0) is

not larger than 1
2
, such a binary social norm can explain the seeming discrepancy

in the behavior of the dictators in the baseline and hidden information treatment.

Many dictators behave consistently with such a binary social norm and choose

action B under certainty about the state being H (p = 0). Under uncertainty, by

contrast, subjective compliers decide to remain ignorant and enjoy the monetary

benefits of choosing A. Revealing the game’s payoff structure is akin to acquiring

a signal that will reveal the state of nature being either H (p = 0) or L (p = 1).

Therefore, by clicking on the button that is being offered, the dictator can only

lose: either he will have to choose B or he stays put where he would be under

uncertainty anyway – being permitted to choose A.

DWK do not provide a formal model for the behavior they observe, but they

suggest that dictators have an ‘illusory preference for fairness’ and that many of
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them only want to appear fair, either to themselves or to others. More generally,

DWK view ignorance as a particularly desirable state for dictators, as their selfish

behavior can be hidden (from others or themselves). We are less convinced that

the subjects’ behavior is motivated by the desire to hide selfishness. In fact, in our

model, ignorance is not used to hide at all – in the DWK setup it simply turns

out to be an attractive epistemic state for subjective norm compliers because it is

undemanding. Our explanation of strategic information acquisition also does not

rely on deceiving oneself or others about one’s selfish preferences; rather, signal

choices can be modeled as a deliberate and rational process. In addition, our model

offers an interesting interpretation for the sizable fraction of dictators in DWK who

choose to reveal: they can be modeled as objective norm compliers who, unlike the

subjective compliers, ‘want to get it right’ and are therefore better off with more

information.

C. Social norms with continuous fairness points

While there are good reasons to take the mapping from beliefs to prescription to be

coarse-grained, the model also allows for different mappings. On the other end of

the spectrum from coarse to continuous, it could be assumed that the social norm

is perfectly sensitive to p, stating a different prescription for each epistemic state.

For instance, the fair amount could be a weighted average of the prescriptions

under certainty, such that

φp = pφL + (1− p)φH . (CONT)

Such a norm is directly proportional to the Bayesian belief.9

With CONT, the predictions for information acquisition are dramatically differ-

ent:

Proposition 3. Under uncertainty, subjective compliers who follow a continuous

norm CONT will not acquire any signals.

Intuitively, signals provide fair lotteries over different levels of φp. However,

9More precisely, CONT minimizes the expected distance between φp and φω, the φ for the true
(but unknown) state of the world.
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because of the decreasing marginal value of money the dictators are risk averse

(û is concave), therefore all such lotteries have a lower expected utility than the

utility of the status quo. A proof is provided in the appendix.

Note that the difference between propositions 2 and 3 lies in the way dictators

do or do not update what is normatively required when uncertainty remains after

acquiring a signal. When receiving a null signal after acquiring SL, the fair point of

a dictator following CONT will increase such that he will feel forced to give more

to the receiver. In expected terms, this increase in the fair point entirely offsets

the possible decrease of the fair point if the dictators learns that the state is L.

Based on the assumption that marginal utility from keeping money is decreasing,

a dictator following CONT will therefore gladly decline the lotteries offered by

either SL or SH . By contrast, a dictator following COARSE does not distinguish

the normative demand arising from different levels of probability under uncertainty,

and acquiring SL either leads to the desired state of certainty (and therefore lowers

his normative demands), or to no change at all – an attractive proposition.

IV. Experimental test

Our new experimental setup is designed to test whether individuals strategically

seek (as well as avoid) normatively relevant information. All studies known to

us have only offered a signal similar to SH in the terminology of our model, but

never a signal similar to SL. This has led to the belief that ‘wiggle room’ is

intimately linked to the option of remaining uncertain or ‘strategically ignorant’.

In marked contrast, our model suggests that getting some information, but not all

information, is often the best way to ‘wiggle’.

The theoretical underpinning is provided by proposition 2, which is a gener-

alization of claims pertaining to strategic ignorance. To test proposition 2, our

experimental design explicitly implements a coarse-grained norm, distinguishing it

from all previous experimental work in this area. The design also uses the crucial

elements of the model in section II: a dictator game embedded in social norms of

equity such that the receivers are either deserving or undeserving; clearly specified

fairness points φH , φL and φU ; and, crucially, an opportunity for dictators to ac-

quire signals SH and SL, which may reduce the dictator’s uncertainty about the
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deservingness of the receiver.

The null hypothesis H0 states that dictators will acquire SL and SH equally often.

H0 can be derived in the form of full information acquisition from theories that

assume genuine preferences for fair outcomes; it is also captured by proposition 1

of our model, based on the assumption of objective norm compliance. Note that

H0 is also consistent with ‘strategic ignorance’. In contrast to our setup, DWK

and subsequent studies have only ever offered a signal akin to SH . The novel part

of our experimental test is the alternative hypothesis H1, derived from proposition

2, based on the assumption of subjective norm compliance. It states that dictators

will seek information strategically by acquiring SL but not SH .

Both hypotheses, as the corresponding propositions, rely on the assumption

that dictators do in fact have fairness points φH < φL. As this cannot be taken for

granted for all subjects, we use a ’within-subject’ design, in which we first observe

the dictators’ compliance with norms and later give them the—unannounced—

opportunity to acquire signals.

A. Experimental design

We now explain the stages of the experiment in greater detail (a more expansive

account is provided in appendix E). First, to establish or reinforce a social norm

of appropriate giving as a function of desert, our subjects are informed about the

modal normative beliefs in a comparable group regarding the appropriate giving

behavior. In particular, we tell our subjects that most participants in an earlier

survey session would expect people to give 10 out of 20 Euros to (deserving) high

performers and 5 Euros to (undeserving) low performers. We thereby emphasize

that deserving and undeserving receivers ought to be treated differently.

Second, we create the types by playing a competitive knowledge quiz. All sub-

jects answer knowledge questions taken from ‘Who Wants to be a Millionaire’

under time pressure. The best 75% performers are declared ‘high performers’, the

lowest 25% ‘low performers’. All subjects are informed that doing well in the quiz

(i.e., being a high performer) makes it more likely to (i) be a dictator in a sub-

sequent dictator game; and (ii) to win a ‘bonus’ of 20 Euro that is available for

distribution between the dictator and a receiver later on. We then assign dictator
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and receiver roles such that all dictators are high performers, while receivers are,

in equal shares, high and low performers.

Third, before the dictator-receiver pairs are formed, the dictator game is played

with a strategy method. More precisely, all dictators submit a strategy of how

much to give:

(i) in case they learn they are paired with a low performer; and

(ii) in case they learn they are paired with a high performer.

When entering the strategy, the dictators do not know whether or under which

circumstances information about the type of their receiver might become available

to them, but they are told that their strategy choice is binding. Before choosing

the strategy, we inform the dictators that if they remain uncertain about the

type of their receiver, the mean of the two stated amounts will be transferred to

the receiver. This setup is crucial to induce a coarse-grained norm. With the

amount for uncertainty fixed externally, the dictators cannot change their giving

continuously as a function of their belief about the receiver type.

Fourth, after entering the strategy information, the dictators are paired with

equal probability with either a high performer or a low performer, but they do

not learn by default which type of receiver they are paired with. The dictators

now have an unannounced opportunity to acquire information that may inform

them about the type of their receiver. To make this optional information uptake

intuitively plausible, we tell the dictators that the information about the (lack of)

deservingness of their receiver is contained in exactly one of four envelopes symbol-

ically displayed on screen. If the receiver is a high performer, the information is in

one of two envelopes called ‘gold envelopes’. If the the receiver is a low performer,

the information is in one of two envelopes called ‘silver envelopes’. The subjects

can open up to one envelope of each type. More formally, the signals available

are SL and SH , as described above. That implies four different sets of signals can

be chosen: {}, {SL}, {SH}, or {SL, SH}. A dictator wishing to obtain as much

information as possible will open one envelope each, a dictator who only wants to

increase the chance of learning that the receiver is a low performer will only open

a silver envelope, and so on. The prior probability for the types is p = 1
2

and the

probability of resolving uncertainty when choosing the ‘correct’ signal is s = 1
2
.
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Finally, the dictator game is implemented. Whether a dictator-receiver pair gets

a bonus of 20 Euro for distribution depends on the type of the receiver: the bonus

is always provided if the receiver is a high performer, but only with probability
1
2

if the receiver is a low performer. This fact, which the subjects were informed

about at the start of the session, underscores the distinction between deserving

and undeserving receivers: only being paired with a high performer increases the

chance to win a bonus. At the end of the treatment, the bonus (if available)

is distributed according to the strategy of the dictator and the information the

dictator obtained about the receiver. All parameters and stages in the experiment

apart from the information acquisition are common knowledge among the subjects.

B. Procedures

Our subjects were recruited with the online recruitment system ORSEE by Greiner

(2004) from the student subject-pool of the Cologne Laboratory for Economic Re-

search at the University of Cologne (CLER). Subjects had not previously partic-

ipated in dictator-game or normative-choice experiments. However, all subjects

had some previous experience with laboratory experiments. We ran one survey

session with 26 participants to elicit normative evaluations, which we then used in

three subsequent main sessions with 32 participants each, resulting in 48 indepen-

dent observation of dictator behavior. Subjects took part in only one session and

assumed only one role. General instructions about the experiment were provided

on paper (see appendix F). The summary part of the instructions was also read

aloud to the subjects with two PowerPoint slides facilitating understanding. All

subsequent interactions took place at computer terminals in cubicles, controlled

with z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007). Anonymity was guaranteed by ensuring that

subjects were randomly matched and by prohibiting communication between the

subjects during the experiment. Average payments in the experiment were about

15 Euros, and sessions lasted on average 90 minutes.

C. Results

Before proceeding to the signal acquisition choices, the main variable of interest,

we first look at the dictators’ allocation strategies. The creation of a wedge in
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entitlements, in line with the model’s assumptions, is successful: dictators would

give10, under certainty, significantly more to a high performer than to a low per-

former (p<0.001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).11 As can be seen from Figure 1, no

dictator would give more to a low performer than to a high performer. Note that

the size of the bubbles in Figure 1 indicates the relative frequency of the coordi-

nate, each data-point corresponding to the transfer strategy of one dictator. On

average, dictators would give a substantial amount to both types of receivers. The

mean contribution to low performers is about 3.7 and to high performers 6.6.12
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Figure 1: Dictator transfer strategies.

We distinguish between dictators with ‘differentiated’ and ‘undifferentiated’ giv-

ing strategies. The former give more when they learn that they are paired with

a high performer than a low performer, the latter give the same amount. Figure

2 depicts the information acquisition choices of the dictators with differentiated

strategies in light gray and of the dictators with undifferentiated strategies in dark

10Here we refer to and analyze the dictator’s giving strategy. Recall that the actual amount
transferred to the receiver is also based on the dictator’s signal choices and the bonus draw.

11All statistical tests are two-sided.
12Note that the significantly (p<0.001, Wilcoxon signed-rank test) closer alignment of dictator-

giving with normative prescriptions in state L than in state H is also predicted by our model.
On average, dictators fall short of what is normatively required by only 1.3 in state L but by
3.4 in state H.
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gray. The signal choice of one self-reportedly confused subject13 is excluded, which

leaves us with 30 dictators with differentiated and 17 with undifferentiated strate-

gies. The latter dictators are apparently not receptive to the norm of desert we

tried to make salient, either because they refuse to consider any normative con-

siderations (as a ‘homo economicus’14 would), or because they follow a different

norm, for instance a norm prescribing an egalitarian distribution.15 We asked our

subjects in a post-experimental questionnaire about the motives of their giving

decision. Not all subjects stated clear reasons, but the answers nevertheless shed

some light on the difference between differentiating and undifferentiating dictators.

Specifically, most of the 11 dictators who mentioned considerations of equality and

selfishness did not differentiate.16 By contrast, the 21 subjects who mentioned ei-

ther entitlement/desert or norms as motives (while neither mentioning equality

nor selfishness) differentiated much more strongly in the giving decision (average

difference 4.7 Euros). This confirms that subjects motivated by egalitarian values

or selfishness tended to reject the norm we instilled, while others were receptive to

it.

As our model is based on the assumption of a wedge in entitlements, we first

focus on the dictators with differentiated strategies. For this group of dictators,

SL is the modal choice of signals (43.3%), in line with H1. Acquiring both signals

accounts for 30% of types of signal choices. Based on descriptive statistics, sub-

jective compliance therefore organizes the data better than objective compliance

or notions of ‘genuine fairness preferences’. The null hypothesis of equally fre-

quent choices of SL and SH is rejected at a significance level of p=0.029 (Wilcoxon

signed-rank test).

The rejection of H0 is driven by the marked difference in selective information

acquisition: There are three times as many dictators who only chose SL than

dictators who only chose SH . As acquiring both signals is the second most frequent

choice, this type of behavior cannot be dismissed easily. At first sight, this seems

13The subject stated in the post-experimental questionnaire of having mixed up her or his choices.
14Within our framework, this type of agent can either be modeled by assuming zero cost of

cognitive dissonance or by setting their personal fair points φH = φL = 20.
15An egalitarian norm can be modeled by setting φH = φL = 10
166 subjects mentioned considerations of equality, 4 selfishness, and 1 both equality and self-

ishness. Among these 11 subjects, 9 had completely non-differentiated giving strategies, the
other 2 gave only 2 Euros more in case they learn they are paired with a high performer.
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Figure 2: Distribution of information acquisition choices for subjects with differ-
entiated and undifferentiated strategies.

to indicate the presence of objective compliers among the dictators. However,

Figure 2 also clearly shows that acquiring both signals becomes the overwhelming

choice for dictators with undifferentiated strategies. While this group of dictators is

not a randomly selected control group17, their behavior nevertheless suggests that

getting as much information as possible is the default choice when no economic

incentives are at stake. The motivation behind this can be compliance with an

epistemic norm to acquire as much information as possible or, plainly, curiosity.18

The marked and statistically significant (p=0.008, Mann-Whitney U test) jump

in the choice of SL when comparing dictators with and without economic stakes

makes the evidence for subjective compliance in line with the alternative hypothesis

1 even stronger: strategic information acquisition is virtually non-existent for the

17Let us remind the reader, however, that the group of non-differentiating dictators is very
heterogeneous and consists of pure ’egoists’ as well as ’egalitarians’.

18There is some evidence, however, that the choice of acquiring both signals follows different
processes when comparing those with and without economic incentives: decision times are,
on average, considerably and weakly significantly longer for the former than the latter (25.9
vs 14.6 seconds, p=0.073, Mann-Whitney U test). This suggests that acquiring both signals
is the result of a deliberative process for the group of dictators with differentiated strategies;
curiosity alone might not be a good explanation for this group’s choice of signals. Future
research may try to further distinguish objective compliance from other motivations to acquire
maximum information.
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latter, but makes up the largest share of information choices for the former.

V. Summary and discussion

Depending on one’s objective or subjective interpretation of norms, one can be

subject to different forms of psychological costs when violating a norm. In line

with Festinger (1957) and Konow (2000), we model these costs as cognitive dis-

sonance that arises when acts do not match what the norm requires. Following

the subjective interpretation, individuals experience cognitive dissonance if their

beliefs and the norm together imply prescriptions they violate. When an agent is a

subjective complier, she may strategically choose the sort of information that ren-

ders selfish actions morally appropriate. By contrast, an objective norm complier

is always better off with more information about the state of the world, as this

improves his chance to choose the morally appropriate action. These implications

are similar in spirit to Rabin’s (1995) distinction between moral preferences and

moral constraints.19

Our model is widely applicable and can, for instance, explain strategic ignorance

in dictator games, as found by Dana, Weber and Kuang (2007–DWK) and others.

DWK interpret their results as evidence for an ‘illusory preference for fairness’.

They view ignorance as a desirable state that comes with lower normative demands

or allows to hide (from others or themselves) their selfishness. In our model,

subjective compliers do not strive for ignorance as such; instead they decide with

their signal choice whether and which lotteries to play over their beliefs about

the state of the world. The signals offered by DWK (and others) just weren’t

very attractive as normative demands could only increase. In addition, our model

shows that preferences for fairness are not a necessary condition for unbiased, full

information acquisition. Perhaps most surprisingly (though anticipated by Rabin

1995), we do not need to assume non-Bayesian belief updating. Our model locates

the source of the ‘moral wiggle room’ in the strategic use of coarse-grained norms

19However, in contrast to Rabin (1995), in our model normative prescriptions always enter the
utility function in the same way and all types of agents’ distributional preferences are ‘selfish’;
yet, if agents are objective compliers, they will try their best to gather the type of information
that allows them to perform the morally appropriate action.
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(for example, if there is only one prescription for uncertainty), and not in biased

beliefs (as suggested by Benabou and Tirole, 2011).

A new experimental test provides convincing evidence for strategic information

acquisition in line with subjective norm compliance. By giving our subjects the

chance to selectively avoid and acquire information, we find empirical support for

our hypothesis that subjects engage in self-serving information acquisition (not

just avoidance) to reduce norm compliance costs.

Our model and the supportive experimental results suggest that future research

on ‘moral wiggle room’ should move away from focusing on ‘ignorance’ only. Fur-

thermore, the recent focus on self-deception, fascinating as the results may be,

might have diverted attention from a much simpler explanation: the imperfect

incentives created by social norms, which some smart individuals are bound to

exploit.
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For online publication: Appendix

A. Proof that û is increasing and concave

To show that value function û′(φ) > 0, note that when applying the envelope

theorem we find û′(φ) = ∂u(y,φ)
∂φ

∣∣∣
y=y∗

> 0, because any increase in φ will decrease

dissonance for keeping more and thus increase utility.

To see that û is concave, consider what happens if we increase φ to φ+ δ (with

δ > 0). The increase shifts f(y−φ) to the right by δ. If (against our assumptions)

the slope of v(y) were a constant c = v′(y) (and v′′(y) = 0), then û would increase

by δc which would imply that û′(φ) is constant and û′′(φ) = 0. However, since

v′′(y) < 0, the increase of φ to φ+ δ will lead to smaller increases of û the further

the dissonance function f(y − φ) is shifted to the right, so that û′′(φ) < 0.

B. Proof of proposition 1

To show that objective compliers will acquire both signals on offer, we need to

compare the expected utilities EuL, EuH , EuLH and Eu0 of receiving signal SL,

SH , both signals, or none:

EuL = psu(y∗L, φL) + (1− ps)v(y∗U )− p(1− s)f(y∗U , φL)− (1− p)f(y∗U , φH)

EuH = (1− p)su(y∗H , φH) + (1− s+ ps)v(y∗U )− (1− p)(1− s)f(y∗U , φH)− pf(y∗U , φL)

EuLH = (1− p)su(y∗H , φH) + psu(y∗L, φL) + (1− s)v(y∗U )− p(1− s)f(y∗U , φL)

−(1− p)(1− s)f(y∗U , φH)

Eu0 = v(y∗U )− pf(y∗U , φL)− (1− p)f(y∗U , φH)

We show that taking both signals is better than taking no signals by rearranging:
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EuLH − Eu0 = (1− p)su(y∗H , φH) + psu(y∗L, φL) + (1− s)v(y∗U )− p(1− s)f(y∗U , φL)

−(1− p)(1− s)f(y∗U , φH)− v(y∗U ) + pf(y∗U , φL) + (1− p)f(y∗U , φH)

= (1− p)su(y∗H , φH) + psu(y∗L, φL)− sv(y∗U ) + psf(y∗U , φL) + s(1− p)f(y∗U , φH)

= (1− p)s [u(y∗H , φH)− (v(y∗U )− f(y∗U , φH))] + ps [(u(y∗L, φL)− (v(y∗U )− f(y∗U , φL))]

= (1− p)s [u(y∗H , φH)− u(y∗U , φH)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+ ps [(u(y∗L, φL)− u(y∗U , φL)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

> 0

Both summands are positive since given φH (respectively: φL) utility is maximal

at û(φH) = u(y∗H , φH) (respectively: û(φL) = u(y∗L, φL). Similarly, taking both

signals is better than taking only SH or SL:

EuLH − EuH = (1− p)su(y∗H , φH) + psu(y∗L, φL) + (1− s)v(y∗U )− p(1− s)f(y∗U , φL)

−(1− p)(1− s)f(y∗U , φH)− (1− p)su(y∗H , φH)− (1− s+ ps)v(y∗U )

+(1− p)(1− s)f(y∗U , φH) + pf(y∗U , φL)

= ps [u(y∗L, φL)− v(y∗U ) + f(y∗U , φL)]

= ps

v(y∗L)− v(y∗U )︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

+ f(y∗U , φL)− f(y∗L, φL)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

 > 0

EuLH − EuL = (1− p)su(y∗H , φH) + psu(y∗L, φL) + (1− s)v(y∗U )− p(1− s)f(y∗U , φL)

−(1− p)(1− s)f(y∗U , φH)− psu(y∗L, φL)− (1− ps)v(y∗U )

+p(1− s)f(y∗U , φL) + (1− p)f(y∗U , φH)

= (1− p)su(y∗H , φH) + (p− 1)sv(y∗U ) + (1− p)sf(y∗U , φH)

= (1− p)sv(y∗H)− (1− p)sf(y∗H , φH) + (p− 1)sv(y∗U ) + (1− p)sf(y∗U , φH)

= (1− p)s [v(y∗H)− f(y∗H , φH)− (v(y∗U )− f(y∗U , φH))]

= (1− p)s [u(y∗H , φH)− u(y∗U , φH)] > 0

Therefore taking both signals is the most preferred choice.

C. Proof of Proposition 2

As in the previous proof, we compute the expected utilities of acquiring signals

SL, SH , both signals, or none. Note that, by assumption, receiving a null signal

always yields φp = φU . This simplifies the expected utilities of the respective signal

acquisitions:
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EuL = psû(φL) + (1− ps)û(φU )

EuH = (1− p)sû(φH) + (1− s+ ps)û(φU )

EuLH = psû(φL) + (1− p)sû(φH) + (1− s)û(φU )

Eu0 = û(φU )

Since φL > φU > φH it follows that û(φL) > û(φU) > û(φH). It is now obvious

that EuL > EuH , EuL > EuLH and EuL > Eu0. Therefore acquiring only SL is

the best choice.

D. Proof of Proposition 3

When no signal is acquired, φp remains unchanged at pφL + (1 − p)φH between

φL and φH . Acquiring signal SL either leads to φL with probability ps or to an

increase in φp after the Bayesian update to p′ = (1 − s)p/ ((1− s)p+ (1− p)).
Acquiring signal SH either leads to φH with probability (1 − p)s or to a decrease

in φp after the Bayesian update to p′ = p/(p + (1 − s)(1 − p)). When acquiring

both signals, φp can go to φL, φH , or stay the same (in case of two null signals).

As can be checked easily, the expected value Eφp for all these (fair) lotteries is just

the initial φp = pφL + (1− p)φH . However, since û is a strictly concave function,

Eû(φp) < û(Eφp) because of Jensen’s Inequality.20 Therefore, the expected utility

of acquiring a signal is always lower than the utility obtained when not acquiring

a signal, and thus not acquiring a signal is always preferred.

E. Details of experimental design

A. Creation of social norms about receiver-entitlements

In order to test for subjective and objective norm compliance, we create (or make

salient) a set of social norms of entitlement whose violation would create cognitive

dissonance. We take several measures to achieve this:

20Let X be a nondegenerate random variable and f(X) be a strictly concave function of this
random variable. Then Ef(X) < f(EX) (see e.g. Varian, 1992, 182).
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First, the receivers’ entitlements were manipulated by linking the performance

in the quiz to the chance of a dictator-receiver pair winning the bonus of 20 Euros.

Subjects are informed that a low-performing receiver does not contribute to the

pair’s chance of winning the bonus, whereas a high-performing receiver contributes

as much as the dictator to the pair’s winning chances. In the experiment, this was

represented by high-performers contributing a ‘winner lot’, but low-performers

only contributing a ‘blank lot’ to each pair’s bonus draw. The existence of the 20

Euro fund would be determined by a draw of one lot from the pair playing, with

a winner lot providing funds, a blank lot no funds. A pair of two high-performing

players would always have 2 winner lots, therefore always draw a winner lot and

consequently always have 20 Euros to distribute. A pair of one high-performing

and one low-performing player would win funds with probability 0.5.

Second, to turn this wedge in entitlements into a set of social norms on dictator-

giving, we aim at creating social norms, i.e., shared beliefs of what others expect

one ought to do (Bicchieri, 2006). To that effect, the subjects in the main study

are informed about the results of an earlier survey regarding the normatively ap-

propriate behavior in the experiment. We reported, truthfully, that the mode of

respondents in the earlier survey thought that a dictator should give 10 (out of 20)

Euros to a high performer, and that the mode of respondents thought a dictator

should give 5 (out of 20) Euro to a low performer. More precisely, in this survey,

18 of 26 subjects judged 10 to be the appropriate payment to a high entitlement

receiver, while 12 of 26 though that a payment of 5 was appropriate for a receiver

with low entitlement (and 5 was the mode for that question). As these numbers

suggest, the variance in the survey regarding the latter question was significantly

higher. This is unsurprising because a dictator playing against a receiver with high

entitlement is in a clear situation of symmetry with the receiver: they are both in

the same performance class, and have equally contributed to the funds for distri-

bution, strongly suggesting an equal distribution. By contrast, it is less obvious

how much a dictator (who always has a high entitlement) should give a receiver

with low entitlement. Reassuringly, 18 of 26 respondents in the preliminary study

stated that a lower amount for a low performer is appropriate, in line with our

expectations.

Third, all subjects are made aware that each receiver will be informed about
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the matched dictator’s transfer decisions in order to make receiver expectations

salient.

Fourth, to assess and further strengthen the relevance of the social norms, we

asked all subjects before performing the quiz how they valued, on a scale from 1 to

4, the correctness and personal relevance of the announced normative expectations

elicited in the prior norm induction session. Precisely, subjects were asked to rate

for both modes of normative expectations to what extent they consider the 26

students’ opinion in the previous survey a) to be ‘right’ and b) to be ‘important’

for them personally.

Based on the model’s assumption of φ as exogenous parameters set by social

norms, the fair points are estimated as φH = 10 and φL = 5.

This fourfold treatment makes the mentioned fair points salient, communicates

a normative expectation as to what one should do, and, since all subjects are in-

formed, makes it ceteris paribus more likely that other dictators will also comply,

creating or reinforcing a social norm of equity. Compliance can plausibly be con-

ceived in a subjective or an objective sense, as the wording did not refer to the

epistemic state of the dictator.

Subsequently, all subjects played a competitive quiz consisting of 15 questions in

the style of the well-known TV-show ‘Who Wants to be a Millionaire’ under time

pressure. Correct answers were rewarded with positive points, incorrect or missing

answers with point deductions. Points increased with difficulty. The performers in

the top three quartiles were assigned the name ‘Gold Quiz-Players’ (high entitle-

ment), the last quartile ‘Silver Quiz-Players’ (low entitlement). In each session, all

16 dictators were drawn from the 24 Gold Quiz-Players, while the receivers were

constituted by the remaining 8 Gold and 8 Silver Quiz-Players (see assignment as

Screen 1 in Appendix G).

B. Dictators’ transfer strategy

The dictators’ giving strategy was elicited in order to have an empirical estimation

of the individual responsiveness to the entitlement norm. At that stage dictators

know that they are a high performer themselves, but they do not know which type

of receiver they will face. Dictators bindingly state two amounts: the amount they
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give to the receiver if they learn the receiver is a high performer (xH), and the

amount they give if they learn the receiver is a low performer (xL). Dictators do

not directly choose the amount to be transferred if they do not learn which type

the receiver is. Instead, this amount (xU) is calculated as (xH + xL)/2, of which

dictators are explicitly made aware of (see Screen 2 in Appendix G). We refrained

from letting the dictators choose xU in order to create a coarse-grained normative

system and test proposition 2. Thus, we inform the subjects in the written in-

structions that giving (xH +xL)/2 under uncertainty is appropriate because this is

equi-distant from xH and xL. This has the added benefit that, in absolute terms,

the monetary consequences of acquiring either signal are the same. When entering

the strategy, the dictators do not know under which circumstances the information

about their receiver might become available. The written instructions informed

the subjects that more information on this would become available onscreen. This

seems to have successfully inhibited questions from subjects on this delicate ele-

ment as no subject asked the experimenter about the conditions under which the

dictator would know which type of receiver she would be matched with.

C. Information acquisition and payoffs

The optional opportunity to acquire information about the receiver is the crucial

design element to test for objective and subjective norm compliance. After each

dictator has been matched with a receiver, they have the options (i) to receive no

signal, (ii) signal SL, (iii) signal SH or (iv) both signals. The prior probability

that the state is L is p = 1
2

and the probability of removing uncertainty when

choosing the ‘correct’ signal is s = 1
2
. The four options are implemented by

presenting dictators with four envelopes on their computer screens (see Screens

3–5 in Appendix G). We call two of these envelopes ‘gold envelopes’, the other

two ‘silver envelopes’. Exactly one of these four envelopes contains (represented

electronically) the lot of the receiver (which in turn reveals the performance of

the receiver). If the receiver has a winner-lot, it will always be in one of the two

gold-envelopes, while a blank lot will always be in one of the two silver-envelopes.

The dictator can now choose to open one gold-envelope; open one silver-envelope;

open one gold- and one silver-envelope; or open no envelope. We subsequently
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(electronically) ‘open’ the chosen envelopes and show the results. If the dictators

find the receiver lot, they have certainty about the receiver’s type. If they do

not find the lot, uncertainty about the type remains. Opening a ‘silver’ envelope

means receiving SL and opening a ‘gold’ envelope receiving SH .

As the dictator’s contribution strategy depends on what the dictator learns

about the type of the receiver, the information received determines which amount

will be transferred if the bonus is won in the final stage. Dictators are informed

about the monetary consequences of the information acquisition. In fact, dictators

have to run through a series of test question in order to minimize errors on their

part. Note that receiving only SL (only SH) never leads to certainty about the

receiver being a high performer (low performer); xH (xL) will therefore never be

transferred. If the bonus is won, the dictator receives yH if he has found a ‘winner

lot’ (and therefore has learned that the receiver is a high performer), yL if he has

found a ‘blank lot’ (and has therefore learned that the receiver is a low performer)

and yU if he has not found the receiver’s lot (and therefore has not learned whether

the receiver is a low or a high performer).21

F. Written Instructions for All Participants

21We deliberately left open whether the receivers would be informed about the signal-choice
of the dictators (in fact, receivers are not informed), as we did not want the dictators to
wonder about information acquisition norms or create an experimenter demand effect towards
acquiring or not acquiring signals.
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Experiment Instructions (translated) 

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this decision-making experiment. Please read this description of the 

experiment carefully. For the entire duration of the experiment any communication with other experiment 

participants is prohibited. Please turn off your cell phones now. It is a mandatory requirement for participation 

in this experiment to comply with these rules. 

If some points remain unclear, please read the experiment instructions again. For any remaining questions, 

please raise your hand. We will come to your desk and answer your questions in person. All important details 

of the experiment are also shown on  screen. In addition, test questions help to ensure that all participants 

understand the experiment correctly. 

You can earn money in this experiment. You will always receive a compensation of 5 Euros for participation 

in today’s experiment. For the completion of questionnaires at the end of the experiment you will receive an 

additional 2 Euros. How to earn any further money will be explained in these instructions. Your data and 

decisions are anonymous. Your answers and decisions cannot be linked to your identity and no person-

identifying data will be saved. 

Part 1: Quiz 

All participants take part in a knowledge quiz. 

After the completion of the quiz, participants are divided into two groups: 

• "Gold Quiz-Players": the 75% of all participants with the highest relative quiz performance 

• "Silver Quiz-Players": the 25% with the lowest relative quiz performance 

• You will not be informed of your individual performance in the quiz. 

• Gold Quiz-Players get a winner lot for their performance. Silver Quiz-Players get a blank lot.  These 

lots are used in a 20-Euros-draw, which is explained below. 

•  

Part 2: 20-Euros-draw  

• Two players each form a participant-pair and take part in the 20-Euros-draw. A pair always consists of 

an allocator and a recipient.  

• Which receiver and which allocator form a participant-pair is determined at random. 

• Both the allocator and the recipient bring their lot from the quiz to the draw. 

• All allocators are recruited from the Gold Quiz-Players and therefore always bring a winner lot to the 

draw. 

• Half of the recipients are recruited from the Gold Quiz-Players and half from the Silver Quiz-Players. 

So half of the recipients bring a winner lot and half bring a blank lot to the draw. 

• Neither the recipient nor the allocator knows if the recipient brings a winner lot or a blank lot to the 

draw. However, depending on the further course of the experiment, this information might be revealed 

to you. More information on this will be available on the screen. 

• One of the two lots provided by the participant-pair will be drawn. 

• If a winner lot is drawn: the allocator has to distribute the 20 Euros between himself and the recipient.  

• If a blank lot is drawn: the 20 Euros are not won. 

Task for the Allocator: 

• The allocator decides on the allocation of the 20 Euros before he gets matched with a recipient.  At this 

point it is still unknown which type of lot the recipient will bring into the lottery and if the 20 Euros 

will be won.  



• The allocator decides on the allocation in advance and bindingly. The distribution depends on the 

information the participant-pair will receive about the lot of the recipient:    

• The allocator determines in advance the amount that will be transferred to the recipient in 

case the pair learns that the recipient is a Gold Quiz-Player and brings a winner lot into the 

lottery. This amount is called GOLD-transfer. 

• The allocator determines in advance the amount that will be transferred to the recipient in 

case the pair learns that the recipient is a Silver Quiz-Player and brings a blank lot into the 

lottery. This amount is called SILVER-transfer. 

• These amounts determine: 

• GOLD/SILVER-transfer:  the amount that will be transferred to the recipient if the pair 

does not learn which lot the recipient brings to the draw.   

o GOLD/SILVER-transfer = average of the GOLD-transfer and the SILVER-

transfer. This amount is of equal distance to the GOLD-transfer and the SILVER-

transfer. This amount is chosen because it is either possible that the recipients brings 

a winner lot, or that he brings a blank lot. 

• In case of winning the 20 Euros: 

• The recipient gets, depending on the three cases, either the GOLD-transfer, or the SILVER-

transfer, or the GOLD/SILVER-transfer. 

• The allocator gets 20 Euros minus the corresponding transfer. So either 20 minus the GOLD-

transfer, or minus the SILVER-transfer, or minus the GOLD/SILVER-transfer. 

 

Information for the recipient at the end of the experiment:  

• The amounts of the GOLD-transfer, SILVER-transfer, and GOLD/SILVER-transfer, which were 

determined by the allocator; 

• If the 20 Euros have been won; 

• Which kind of information the allocator got regarding the recipient’s lot; 

• In case of winning the 20 Euros, whether the GOLD-transfer, the SILVER-transfer, or the 

GOLD/SILVER-transfer was transferred to him. 

 

Chronological sequence: 

1. Quiz 

2. Players with the highest relative performance become Gold Quiz-Player (with a winner lot) and 

players with the relatively lowest quiz performance become Silver Quiz-Player (with a blank lot). 

3. Division into allocators and recipients. Allocators are Gold Quiz-Player. Recipients are, distributed 

randomly, half Gold Quiz-Players and half Silver Quiz-Players. 

4. Allocators decide on GOLD-transfer and SILVER-transfer. From these amounts the GOLD-SILVER-

transfer results (The average of GOLD-transfer and SILVER-transfer). 

5. Each allocator is matched with a recipient. 

6. The participant-pair might or might not get the information about the type of the recipient’s lot. 

7. The draw decides whether the pair wins 20 Euros or not. Exactly one of the two lots of the players is 

picked at random.  

8. In case of winning: Distribution corresponding to allocator's  transfer decisions.   

9. Allocators and recipients get information about the results of the experiment and their own payoff.  



This sequence is represented graphically below: 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

 

 

Figure 2 



G. Important Treatment Screens (Translated)

Screen 1

Screen 2



Screen 3

Screen 4



Screen 5


